“Rejoice in hope, be patient in tribulation,
be constant in prayer.”
(Romans 12:12)
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Rainbow in the Dark Night

This is a collection of articles witnessed Kam-mui’s story. Written by
different people vividly paint the stories of Kam-mui, a reborn heroine,
these stories are like beautiful rainbows in a dark night.
“Dark Nights” are the stories of Kam-mui. All sorts of sufferings
of mankind, such as darkness, illness, poverty, ignorance, misfortune,
helplessness, departure and death of loved ones are closely associated
with her. The vivid stories of her sad experiences will cause readers
to share her sadness and read in tears since they are so naturally
presented without any ornamentation. Readers would certainly love to
read it till the end.
Nothing can be seen in dark nights. However, if a rainbow shines at
night, it must be a “Miracle” from God. A fresh revelation of His mercy of love.
To live needs faith and to die needs submission. Between the two,
the need for courage is a kind of “Legend.” From the life stories of Kammui, we understand what it means in the Bible: “A bruised reed he will
not break, and a smoldering wick he will not snuff out.” By comparing
one’s life with Kam-mui, the readers can understand how valuable for
one to have good health and it is a blessing to be able to lead a normal
life. Self enhancement during adversities, getting stronger when
encountering greater hurdles and using one’s life to influence others
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are no longer just slogans.
Anything can become
achievable through His
power that falls upon her.
“All things are possible to him that believeth.” (Mark 9:23)
For readers with empathy, they will continue to read this book with
curiosity and experience the wonders of God’s doing. Encountering
one after another thrilling stories through reading, they can see seven
colorful rainbows….
1. The Red Rainbow Color: The Innocent Heart That Is Like a Child
The legend of Kam-mui lies not in her wisdom, wealth or status. On
the contrary, Kam-mui is so pure, positive, uncalculating and willing to
help others. She looks after fellow patients friends selflessly. She just
smile when people mock her. She is very brave to confront unfairness.
God grants her a positive and self-contented personality. She is a rainbow
of blessing. One can see these from her Preface, Witness and Response.
2. The Orange Rainbow Color: Endless Creativity
Due to long-term illness, Kam-mui needed to stay in hospital, and
missed her normal education. But God prepared her countless possibilities,
“seen not yet by eyes, heard not yet by ears, thought of not yet by heart”
through the church of Christian Faith. Through the church, Kam-mui has
a second home. Mr. Cheng Chung-kai, Lecturer of Educational College
responsible for editing. Mr. Cheung Kam-chun, Lecturer of City University
wrote seventeen years of friendship. Elder Mr. Lau Sau-shun, interpreted
the story of Kam-mui. Their support gave huge encouragement for Kammui to go forward bravely. Moreover, many church members took up the
various tasks such as writing, typing, proofreading, as well as preparing
the acknowledgement and preface. This work has developed from blank
pages (illiteracy) to a complete collection of witnesses.
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3. The Yellow Rainbow Color: Color Fortune Handkerchief
She has never been without the supports of her family. Family
is where Kam-mui can totally rely upon. Her dad has never left her.
He has stood by her side through all her hard and painful times. It
shows a daddy’s love for his child! Her aunt’s helpfulness through all
her difficult times is hard to define “who gives and who takes.” It is
simply love. Kam-mui’s niece who was 18 years old became a Christian
and thus started the gospel work on her family…. It is a spring in
bitterness.
4. The Green Rainbow Color: Green Canopy of Hospitals
Hospitals are the third home of Kam-mui. In the hospitals, numerous
medical staff members took care of her for decades and some became
good friends. Such as the good listeners, Dr. Lam Sim-fook, Dr. Yung
Shau-hung and nurse Chan Wai-fong. With many years of staying at the
hospital Kam-mui became an experienced patient with good knowledge
of homemade soups suitable for different types of patients. In this
book, she shares some of her cooking recipes with us.
5. The Blue Rainbow Color: Once We Were Green and Young
Kam-mui has a pure heart and makes friends with integrity. In those
years, she moved ahead with a strong will when she face difficulties
and was passionate when she was tired. She made a lot of friends who
traveled with her. They included:
Chiang Tak-cheung (BBS. MH, Secretary and Technical Delegate of
Hong Kong Games);
Uncle John (John Wearing, a British Officer);
To Lai-sim (volunteer at the Home of Loving Faithfulness);
Ma Yuk-ching (fellow sufferer),
Lau Wai-kwan (summer job intern), Leung Chung-kan (patient
friend)...
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6. The Indigo Rainbow Color: Blue Sky and White Cloud
Like the white cloud in the blue sky, Kam-mui opens her heart
dutifully and voluntarily perform her daily task in contributing to others,
much to God’s pleasure. She touches the society with a good heart. In
praise of Kam-mui’s story:
Mr. Frederick Fung Kin-kee, SBS, JP narrated “Plowshare Open Up
All Hearts—Touched by the Diligence of Kam-mui”;
Dr. York Chow Yat-ngok, GBS, SBS, MBE narrated “Live Life as a
Legend—Salutation to Madam So Kam-mui”;
Dr. Ko Wing-man, GBS, JP wrote Foreword, “From Limitedness to
Unlimited Possibilities.”
All these three articles are great works and they are highly
recommended to readers.
7. The Violet Rainbow Color: Accents of Spectacular Violet
Many uncrowned people and angels with no names are willing to
share their experience and witness with us. They are from all walks of
life with different religious backgrounds. But they came together to
help Kam-mui, turning poverty into abundance and tears into laughter.
This book was based on the life of Kam-mui, through her we
witness the power of God as well as the great historical change of Hong
Kong, from a small fishing harbor into one of the modern cities of the
world. I highly recommend this book as a good teaching material for life
education, a reading for people seeking Christian faith and those who
are defeated by discouragement and need cultivation.
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My Virtuous Story

In the past, painful days were the norm. To me, a day was like a
year. This is the year of 2015. I have been using a wheelchair for fortyeight years. I feel that my days are numbered and I wish to gather a
group of friends to publish a book to share my experiences, and to
explain how I have overcome my sickness, so that I can help others
in need. In recent years, I feel that I am aging very fast and my health
is not as good as it used to be. If I can bring more blessings to other
people and make them smile, I would be much relieved.
I had visited a school, and a student there had hearing impairment
since young. The child had not received any help from the government.
There are many people being neglected and forgotten in our society. If
possible, I hope this book can help people and our society to pay more
attention to the handicapped and give them care and encouragement
so that the tragedies would not repeat.
After I was discharged from the hospital, I worked as a full-time
volunteer for more than ten years and have been serving patients
since then. In retrospect to my life, I am deeply touched. I have “pulled
through.” Though some friends think that it was very troublesome
to publish a book, I would not give up, because this is our Heavenly
Father’s will for me. I would definitely complete this task.
Occasionally, I would come across unreasonable accusations or
disturbances. I can only weep silently alone, buried my sorrows and
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moved on. But God had listened to my prayers so that I can wipe away
my tears and have the confidence to do many things. This time he sent
me many good people to help me to write, type and proofread the
manuscripts I gathered. For all the ups and downs, I experienced God’s
mightiness because I can feel His love and concern at all times.
“Rejoice in hope, be patient in tribulation, be constant in prayer.”
(Romans 12:12). This was my motto. In God’s peace, I am crowned by
Him.
1968: Recipient of the Wheelchair Speeds, Obstacles, Javelin Throw
Triathlon Gold medal and the Championship of Women.
1974: Representing Hong Kong to compete in the Commonwealth
Paraplegic Games and received a silver medal.
1993: Recipient of the Top Ten Young Women Volunteer Award;
Attended RTHK program “Pentaprism.”
1998: Recipient of the third year of the Hong Kong Top Ten
Regeneration Warriors Award.
2005: Recipient of the “Highest Average Appreciation Index”
Award of the year; Recipient of excellence award from “Winning in the
Heart” by TVB.
2010: Recipient of ATV “Hong Kong Loving Hearts Campaign”
program, Top Ten Great People Award; Recipient of Compassion Award.
2011: Recipient of “Hong Kong Humanity Award” by Red Cross; My
autobiography has been included in the teaching materials for Primary
Schools, in the series “I Love to Learn Language” (Education Publisher,
2011), Chapter Seven, “Hongkonger Who Is Willing to Give.”
This book has more than 100 authors. All of them are my friends.
They record snapshots of our interactions with words. At first, I felt it
too risky to write a book. When they face this handicapped and ordinary
woman, I would worry that their impressions and sharings would all be
the same. But as the articles were sent to my home one after another,
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I came to realize that their sharings are all different. By combining their
narratives, a true So Kam-mui is depicted. Some articles have even
moved me to tears.
They were people from all walks of life with different backgrounds.
Some are celebrities with high status and great power who handle
many things each day. Many of them are common citizens who work
hard every day. But the one thing they have in common is that they all
trust and support me. They are willing to spare some time in their busy
schedules to help me. I am really very grateful to them and thank the
Lord for His grace. I wish that each story they and I shared here can
move readers of this book and help those in need.
I would like to thank the following people:
Ms. Wong Kit-sum accompanied me to interview my friends, and
record our conversations.
Ms. Wong Yue-lin, 70 plus years old retired nurse, helped me to
write this book.
Brothers and Sisters from my church who helped me to write and
type in their spare time.
Mr. and Mrs. Chu Wong Kwai-ling helped me to give each story a
title.
Mr. Chan Chun-wan and Ms. Ngan Pik-kwan helped me to tidy up
the photographs that I have treasured dearly for many years.
Mr. Li Kin-ho helped me to write my autobiography and edit the
articles.
Dr. Ko Wing-man has been encouraging me and agreed to write a
foreword for this book.
Headmaster Tsui Wing-yiu helped to edit this book to my
satisfaction.
It’s been an uneven journey in publishing this book. I am forever
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gradually gathered into a good volume that is ready for publication.
At first many people did not agree to publish this book. They
thought I should not ask my good friends to sponsor the publication
as it will be too risky. Even though it’s a tough task, I want to tell my
story and influence lives with my life. The gross profit for the sales
of this book will all be donated to different charitable organizations.
The majority of it will fund two different charitable organizations:
the Home of Loving Faithfulness (HOLF), and the Seed of Art (SOA
Charity Foundation Co. Ltd., 91/11667) and other charity organizations
deducting all operations and publishing expenses. Finally, I would like
to thank God for sending Angels and people to help me to publish
this book. I hope readers who happen to buy this book will value and
realize its mission: Spreading the will to help others.

My Virtuous Story

thankful to Headmaster Tsui for helping me to link all necessary steps.
I was overwhelmed with joy to be able to see all the pieces of scripts

＊ ＊ ＊ ＊ ＊ ＊ ＊ ＊

It took me two years to complete this book. Indeed it is a very
tough project for me. On 24 December 2015, this book was first
published. That was a very special date, the publisher sent three
hundred copies to my home for me to sell by myself so that I can pay off
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the debt I borrowed to publish from my friend. In the following January,
I launched this book with great success. Though it only lasted for two
hours, more than three hundred copies were sold on that day. Lots of
friends came to support me. We took group photographs. I am forever
grateful to God.

Thanks to the great support of the readers. Taken at Home of Loving Faithfulness.

The textbook has the story
of So Kam-mui
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I was born in Zhongshan in 1952. Honestly speaking, I don’t have any
memory of my home town. I only knew it was soon after the war. My
family friends and relatives were having a hard time. Although my father
worked very hard as a fisherman, even though we had food tokens, we
did not have enough money to buy food. When I was about five or six
years old, in order to save his family from starvation, my father made up
his mind and sailed by boat to Hong Kong from China in the middle of the
night, and settled in Tai Po.
My face was swollen as we arrived in Hong Kong, and it was very
painful. My mother and Grandma lighted the oil lamp and use the flame to
burn my face. They thought they could heal me but it caused more serious
inflammation. My father hurried to catch fish and managed to gather
enough money to see a doctor. He was worried and full of thoughts and
told us, it was not a safe place to settle down. At that time, fishermen at
Tai Po were frequently targeted by pirates, their life and properties were
at hazard. In the middle of the night, we sailed in the dark ocean to find
another island. Finally, we reach Sha Tau Kok, a quiet, comfortable and
simple place.
That was just the beginning of a hard life. Having no money, my father
could only use his very basic fish net to catch fishes. Very often, he could
only catch a few fish after a long day. Life was unbearable with meager
food supply and my family was starving. One night, I was too young to
understand and complained the congee was tasteless to my mother. My
family went to silence. At that time, we couldn’t afford to buy salt. My
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father stared at his fishing net, empty without a trace of fish meat to put
into the congee, he lowered his head with a long moment of silence…then
he raised his head and stared at the sea and said to me, “if you want salty
taste, go and fetch yourself a bowl of seawater, add it into your congee,
then you can make it salty.”
The clothes of my elder brother and me were mended with
uncountable patches. We barely pulled through the winter. At one time, a
charitable organization gave out western suits to the poor, I took one for
myself. Although it didn’t fit and looked awkward on me, it was very warm
and precious to me. About one or two years after arriving in Hong Kong,
my father gradually mastered the techniques of fishing and managed
to catch more fish. Our situation improved slightly. Eventually, my elder
brother and I were able to have some new clothes. Frankly speaking,
today in Hong Kong, it is very easy to buy a shirt or a pair of trousers. But
in those old days, we would be contented if we have enough clothing and
food to eat. We dared not to expect to have more material gains. Poverty
at those times was like the unpredictable sea that might take away life at
any time. When I was 7 or 8 years old, occasionally I would walk past the
coast of Sha Tau Kok and saw corpses of illegal immigrants floating on the
sea. I felt deep sorrow (at that time, I thought I was frightened), because
with a bit of misfortune, it could be me lie floating there hopelessly.
At the age of around 12 and 13, I learned how to gather clams and
oysters. I clustered them together into a big pile and sold them for money
or exchanged them for new clothes. If I found fishes abandoned on the
floor from the fish wholesale market that nobody wanted, I would pick
them up and sell them for money. I have learned to help my family doing
all sorts of domestic works such as mopping the floor and washing clothes
because hard life made me learn fast without hassle, as life was waiting for
me to grow up fast.
Time came the year 1964, my aunt gave birth to two very cute twin
babies boys. She and I each took care of one of them. I often followed
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